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Abstract:

Agile became one of the most used ‘buzzwords’ in ICT projects in these recent years but the growing diffusion and interest of its related methods and techniques was not accompanied by the same maturity in sizing and estimation practices. In particular the application of a functional size measurement (FSM) method for sizing requirements is not typical to "agilists", preferring to use mostly estimations based on experience and analogy. In such way, one of several drawbacks is a reduced data gathering from projects, not allowing to do (even at a basic level) statistical analysis, for better estimating the proper efforts value for next user story and – as a whole – of the project. This paper describes the reasons why a guideline for sizing Agile projects with the COSMIC method was required, along with a summary of the resulting guideline. Several agile methods are briefly described, more specifically their expected requirements format and their measurement practices.
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1 Introduction to Agility

One of the most typical activities in human life is to estimate and trying to predict phenomenons of interest. And the more we know and are experienced about a certain phenomenon, the easier is the way to predict it and the lower the relative error we do and the loss of resources (time, people, materials, etc.) we have to use for that activity. Another characteristic for human beings is to be highly and quickly adaptive to any context, in order to survive.

Those two characteristics are – probably – the key concepts that can better summarize what is one of the most flavoured ‘buzzwords’ of last 10-15 years, that are Agile methods and techniques, properly diffused and summarized in 2001 by the ‘Agile Manifesto’ and its related twelve foundation principles [2]. Thus, the Agile Manifesto [1] has four main statements¹, usually called ‘values’:

¹ Recently several first-time agilists are stressing the need of revising the principles supporting the original ‘Agile Manifesto’ since almost 10 years have passed since its publication in 2001. See e.g. this post (http://www.infoq.com/news/2008/08/manifesto-fifth-craftsmanship) and then directly positions
“Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.”

Since its publication, several Agile methods have been proposed to the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) audience, having in return a large acceptance and application in those contexts marked in particular by projects with a dramatic, highly dynamic change of requirements requested by the customer, the need to re-prioritize requirements and their transformation to functioning product features in the shortest timeframe as possible, and from failure of previous methods to do so, being able to deliver the highest value functionalities first. In few words, projects needing to be highly adaptive, maintaining at least the mandatory issue that is the delivery deadlines and values for the established product features. Plenty of methods and techniques were proposed [3], and in order to proper compare them, they could correctly be classified in two main categories:

- **Agile Software Development** (**ASD**) methods, such as Extreme Programming (XP)[7][8], Crystal Clear [15], Test Driven Development (TDD) [9][10], and Domain Driven Development (DDD)\(^2\)[22];

- **Agile Project Management** (**APM**) methods, such as Scrum [28], FDD (Feature Driven Development) [19] and DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method) [21].

### 1.1 Documented requirements in Agile projects

Agile projects will often document their requirements in the form of “User Stories” (US) [17]. A US shortly summarizes the functional requests by customers and takes the following format:

- “As a <user type>, I want to <feature or functionality>, so that <value or expected benefit>”.

A US fits its purpose in an Agile context when it meets the three “C”s characteristics:

---

• **Card**: the US fits on a [small] card: it is small enough to be expressed using the format described above;

• **Conversation**: the US, expressed simply, is a means to promote conversations between the customer and team members so they can reach common understanding of the feature or functionality;

• **Confirmation**: Exactly what behaviour will be verified to confirm the scope of this US. This information is referred to the Test Plan and usually fits the back of the card.

Mike Cohn, in his book, proposes the following “**INVEST**” criteria to verify the quality of a well defined US [16]:

**Independent**: Is this US independent of other US of a lesser priority in the product backlog? This is to avoid planning prerequisite items in early iterations instead of high priority US.

**Negotiable**: Does this US express a need instead of describing a solution? This is to foster creative ideas and exchanges between the customer and the team.

**Value for business**: Can a final user verify the new system behaviour once the US is implemented? A US must be written in a language and form that are understandable by its targeted final users.

**Estimable**: Does this US and any linked information allow the team to estimate relative effort? This is to avoid writing US at a too high level that becomes hard to estimate and plan reasonably or with missing information at a point where the team has no idea how this US must behave or which data it must manipulate.

**Small**: Is this US small enough to be developed in a single iteration? This is to avoid spending several iterations developing a high-priority feature without the customer being able to see that feature until it is done, eroding the team’s accomplishment feeling.

**Testable**: Does this US have a defined functional test plan? This is to ensure that customer’s expectations are well understood regarding the scope of this US. This functional test plan should be aligned with the defined Value for business (see above).

Using the Scrum terminology and concepts, US are gathered as backlog items into a “**Product Backlog**”, that may also contain other items such as defects to be fixed or some product characteristics. Backlog items are prioritized by the product owner (often the customer, or a proxy).

Agile projects that define their requirements in the form of US usually understand and apply these concepts. However, in the course of our professional practice, we
encountered several teams who ignored these quality characteristics and, when using US, they would simply settle for the first two parts of the US sentence, thus not benefiting from well defined US.

But, from our industry practice observations, there are many Agile projects not using US, especially in larger organizations where adoption of Agility meant solely using an APM method such as Scrum, and for which requirement documentation takes other more traditional forms such as Software Requirements Specifications documents (SRS) or, more widely spread, Use Case (UC) documents.

1.2 Current measurement and estimation practices in Agile projects

Updating the analysis done in [11], the following sub-sections contain a series of typical situations related to measurement in Agile projects, stressing the flaws for determining possible improvement points.

1.2.1 Backlog items relative size and complexity

Looking at Agile projects from a measurement viewpoint, one common drawback is about the estimation process. When requirements are defined as US, teams roughly estimate by experience and analogy the relative “size and complexity” of each US compared to other US in the same project. The given value often fits on the Fibonacci scale (0-1-2-3-5-8-13-21- and so on) and is called “User Story Point” (USP). Looking at all US at a glance, the team decides which value is best for their “average size” US. Then, they assign a USP value to each US, reflecting its relative size and complexity to what they consider their “average” US.

The USP value cannot be considered as a measure. It is a number only meaningful to the team that have assigned it. From one team to another, this value, for the same US, is likely to vary since every team choose which value they consider as “average”. Thus, USP is not a real product size unit from a measurement viewpoint and cannot be defined as a standard software sizing measure for that reason.

1.2.2 Velocity

Agile teams applying an APM or an ASD method generally measure their project “velocity”, a trend indicator defined by the number of USP completed per iteration over time. When a team has work together for some projects, they should have accumulated data from an appreciated number of iterations. This historical data provides an average velocity for use in estimation, once the team knows the USP value for their backlog items. However, not all teams cumulate or have access to historical data, and they often rely on an estimate of their upcoming velocity to perform their preliminary project estimate. Within a project, a team
may use the latest iteration velocity value to adjust the overall estimate of the project or the next iteration estimate.

However, one team velocity cannot be used as a benchmarking value because its USP component is not a standard measure and does not comply with basic metrology concepts [4].

Velocity is an accepted term among the Agile community for productivity, which in turn is rarely accepted as a term for use, mainly for philosophic and emotive reasons.

1.2.3 Task effort

At the beginning of every iteration, the team performs an iteration planning activity where top priority backlog items are detailed into tasks of “manageable size”, i.e. less than two days of effort, until they reach the team capacity for that sprint. They can then commit to their product owner to perform all backlog items they have planned that fit their capacity, in order to manage the customer’s expectancies in terms of functionalities to be shown at iteration review at iteration end.

While performing these tasks throughout the current iteration, each team member will record the remaining effort on every task they worked on.

But how about collecting actual effort data? Unless the organization imposes to collect actual effort on their projects, an Agile team is only concerned with the remaining effort per task. Some teams can derive actual effort, if they are asked for it, by the number of team members times the number of work days in all their iterations, since they were – supposedly – fully dedicated to their project, and that they have made their planning in such a way that there should not be overtime work. However, some roles or individuals may be assigned part-time to the team and it becomes easier to establish the project actual effort if an actual effort recording mechanism is adopted, recording also overtime if any.

1.2.4 Burndown

An Agile team provides transparency of progress results by making publicly available its “burndown chart”, a graphical trend of the total remaining effort per day in the current iteration, calculated as the sum of remaining effort for all tasks defined in this iteration. The burndown chart can also contain a line representing the “ideal burndown”, a linear representation of total effort from day one to zero effort on the last iteration day (see Figure 1), which can ease interpreting current trend and help the team in decision-making, e.g. add a new backlog item to the current iteration if items are being developed faster than planned, or plan to work overtime or redistribute tasks or change implementation strategy if items are
being developed slower than planned, or any other decision the team finds appropriate in their specific context.

![Figure 1: Example of a burndown chart.](image)

### 1.2.5 Estimation

In an ideal world, Agile teams can estimate and commit to their next iteration. But we don’t live and work in an ideal world and organizational context often requires an up-front project estimate to release the necessary budget for performing the project.

From their known velocity and backlog items estimated USP values, an Agile team can determine which US can be included in the next iteration, and how many iterations should be necessary to complete the project. This preliminary estimate assumes that several things will not change, including:

- The current content of the product backlog;
- The team’s average velocity, or factors impacting it with regards to factors used to calculate the velocity from past projects, such as:
  - Team composition;
  - Chosen technology;
  - The development process.

Provision is often added to allow for scope changes during the project, as well as any other changes the team can foreseen. Estimates are often expressed in number of iterations of a fixed number of weeks. Effort estimate is derived from the number of team members, assuming they work dedicated full-time on the project.
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2 Measurement context of Agile projects

2.1 Reasons for measuring functional size

2.1.1 Benchmarking

Having the solely effort figures with no “size units” or not shared and common definitions about what is – for instance – a USP makes difficult to perform internal – as well as external – benchmarks. To adequately benchmark an organizational process performance or productivity, it is of primary importance to use a common standardized base measure, such as a published Functional Size Measurement (FSM) method ISO standard. The COSMIC [6] function point (cfp) size unit standardized as one data movement per data group per functional process can be used for benchmarking productivity rate (in cfp/person-month) or unit cost (in hours/cfp), regardless of the technology used to implement the software application resulting from project activities, Agile or not. An important reminder, valid for all FSM methods – including COSMIC – is that they size the software functional product size, not the whole project. Therefore a direct consequence is to carefully read productivity and cost/cfp or any other functional size unit (fsu) figures because of the presence of different elements to be discarded for ‘pure’ evaluations [14].

2.1.2 Estimation

US are typically expressing functional user requirements (FUR). The adoption of any FSM method could be very helpful for doing more reliable estimates and be less subjective in the evaluation. The other side of US is that they do not explicitly deal with Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) that could represent a significant amount of activities and related effort within the project scope. Experienced Agile teams implicitly compensate the NFR impact by assigning a higher USP value.

A US typically contains both FUR and NFR. A FUR can be sized with an FSM method such as COSMIC or IFPUG [24]. NFR can be partly sized with an FSM Method such as COSMIC [25] but not entirely (e.g. project management or QA effort, those derived from organizational/support processes – different logic and/or measures, also estimation by experience/analogy – Delphi). And US2 (2nd generation-User Stories) [12] can help in properly define the scope of each US (in an aggregated form for the whole project) from their high-level definition in the sharing between customers and team members. The different ways to consider (or not) NFR in estimations can lead to visible negative effects in estimates because
applying “nominal” productivity and cost values, strongly affecting the way the team would re-schedule and plan their project.

Next improvement issue from a measurement viewpoint against current Agile practices is the loss of historical data at the project closure, which should be done at the end of each planned iteration in the project.

2.1.3 Internal process improvement

An organization better understands that its process has improved over time through objective measurement which includes data of quality and sound data analysis. Many organizations measure their process unit cost (either in hours or money units – dollars, euros, etc. – per size unit) per project, per technology, or per business domain. When they do, they track this unit cost over time to report on process improvement results, typically once or twice a year.

At organizational level, as the process management activities evolve from qualitative status reporting to quantitative analysis, reporting, and decision-making, it is likely to include a shared common unit of measure for comparison over time and internal benchmarks. When transitioning to Agile methods, managers and team members would most probably want to know if the software process performance is improving, compared to their traditional process performance. This answer can only be provided if both processes are collecting and reporting with the same units of measure, e.g. functional size unit such as cfp.

2.1.4 Projects and applications governance

Organizations put in place mechanisms and measurement to perform governance of their project and application parameters (e.g. cost, effort, delivery date, quality, scope), not only by comparing actual data against budgeted or planned values – so they monitor the quality of their planning and estimation process – but also by looking at new indicators that include an objective size measure, such as development unit cost – so they monitor the efficiency of the development process – or maintenance relative cost (in $ or € per cfp) – so they can concentrate investigation effort on portfolio applications whose value is outside expected thresholds [32].

---

3 ‘Nominal’ productivity is a term introduced in [14] for distinguishing the traditional way people measure productivity (in our case a fsu against the whole project effort) from what could called a strictly functional’ productivity (relating the number of fsu produced to the solely effort related to FURs).
2.2 Applying the COSMIC FSM method in Agile projects

Sizing Agile projects requires knowledge about the COSMIC method and also guidance on the particular application type that is being developed or evolved: business application [6], data warehouse applications [31], or Service–Oriented Architecture (SOA) software [26]. The Guideline for sizing Agile projects [30] is meant as an extension to these guidelines. Also, improvement in US documentation is proposed to ease FSM [27] of each US, if US is the chosen requirements documentation method.

But the challenges about sizing Agile projects lies in the purpose of the measurement outcome and in the moments at which measurement should be done to fulfil this purpose, namely:

- Benchmarking;
- Upfront project estimation and budgeting;
- Iteration planning and project re-estimation;
- Process improvement monitoring.

Guidance for these specific measurement purposes is provided in the following subsections (more details can be found in the Guideline document). Planning to use historical data can be done in Agile contexts at different moments: by iteration, by observing the whole project as a sum of multiple iterations, and by sizing the resulting version of the software at any given delivery. In any case, the coherent couple of data (size and related effort) is needed.

2.2.1 Benchmarking

Organizations submitting or querying data for benchmarking have interest in comparing their project unit cost to similar projects in their industry, regardless of the methodology used to implement it. This also applies for internal benchmarking. For benchmarking purpose, the functional size provided is assumed to be the size of the software delivered at the end of the project, regardless if the software development or management method was Agile or not. Therefore, it would be reasonable for Agile project to provide the FSM of functionalities delivered at project end.

When Agile projects are planning release deployments of defined scope at specific dates, it is possible that a “project” relates to a given software release and that the all planned releases in time constitute a “program” – a series of projects. In that case, FSM would be done on a software release paired with actual effort data for that same release. It would be expected that release development duration be of several iterations (three and more). If there is a software release into
production after every iteration, what is considered as a “project” of a defined scope would have to be defined by the organization and measured accordingly.

### 2.2.2 Upfront project estimation and budgeting

Organizations often require allocating budget prior to begin a software project, based on its cost estimation. The first challenge of a software product owner in an Agile context is to obtain this estimation for a defined project scope. At a very early stage of an Agile project, this scope can be defined as a list of US or any other functional requirements format, with sufficient information to obtain a list of required functionalities. Also, historical data is required on the median size of a functional process (FP) and software process velocity or unit cost for a given business domain and a given technology.

At this point, the project functional size is not “measured” but “estimated” using the number of FP times the median size of a FP. Provisions can be made to alleviate the risk of having an incomplete list of functionalities where the number of missing functionalities is again estimated.

This estimated functional size – that can be called “initial size” – could be compared with the actual size – or “final size” – at project end. Initial and final size results can feed the projects historical database where adjustments could be made on the average size of a FP and the software process unit cost.

### 2.2.3 Iteration planning and project re-estimation

For an Agile team to monitor its velocity in cfp per iteration, FSM has to be performed at the end of every iteration, accounting for each data movement that was added, modified, and deleted during the iteration. At iteration planning, if functional size was estimated, it is an appropriate moment to perform FSM on backlog items considered for the current iteration. With a known velocity, the team can corroborate effort estimate calculated as the size times the velocity with the sum of effort estimated per task. Team members can then look at major differences to understand what is missing before making any commitment on the iteration scope.

Also, if an Agile team has performed FSM on all items in the product backlog and the velocity assumption for early estimate turns out to be quite different from their actual velocity trend (either higher or lower), the team can re-estimate the project backlog remaining effort and work on action planning with the product owner, as appropriate.
2.2.4 Process improvement monitoring

Agile teams apply continuous process improvement through a practice called “retrospective” they performed at the end of each iteration\(^4\). The aim of a retrospective is to modify the current process – people behaviour, tools, deliverables, etc. – to increase the team’s velocity at delivering functioning software. An Agile team could monitor its velocity trend in cfp delivered per iteration to better understand the efficiency of their retrospective sessions.

At the organizational level, process owners would want to monitor their process unit cost trend using the same base measures for any project, Agile or not. Since non-Agile projects are not likely applying iterative development, it becomes adequate to perform FSM based on delivered functionalities at the end of Agile projects, as it is done for non-Agile projects.

2.3 Potential outcomes of FSM performed at different moments

When a project measured the size of functionalities developed or modified for each iteration and also the size of functionalities delivered at project end, it should be possible to compare the two values to obtain the partial size of rework. Rework can occur when change is requested by the customer during the project or when slicing larger functionalities into smaller ones which development effort would fit in a single iteration. Whenever an Agile team modifies an existing functionality in an iteration, there is a high probability of having to modify existing data movements, which adds functional size units to the iteration but not to the project delivered software.

3 Frequent resistance behaviours from Agile team members to FSM

3.1 Current practices satisfactory for the Agile team

Agile teams that are familiar and successful with estimating and sizing their projects with USP are likely to resist from changing their sizing and estimating methodology. The fact is that they can still use USP within their projects if they feel comfortable with it. There is value in using USP that can be expressed in the richness of discussions and collaboration among team members. The planning and estimating exercise the team does must be seen as a means to reach common understanding of features and functionalities to develop and enhance.

FSM would then be required at the organization level, especially when it is a common practice within their industry sector to have their software process

\(^4\) “Retrospective – meaning looking back at how the team performed – is defined in details in the Agile literature\(^{20}\) and can be considered as an evolution of what traditional project management methods called “Post Mortem”.
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performance benchmarked by independent experts on a regular basis, such as in banking and insurance domains. All that is required is that someone performs FSM – that could be outside the team to avoid disturbing them too much – and obtains actual effort to contribute to the process performance database.

3.2 The word “productivity” is taboo

When an Agile team is being told that measuring functional size of their project serves for calculating “their” productivity, they legitimately feel judged and uncomfortable with the idea. Comparing functional size and effort to obtain a value of productivity is not a measure of individual performances but rather a measure of process performance. Nonetheless, Agile teams do measure their project velocity, but that value, often in number of USP per iteration, is only meaningful to them and cannot be used for benchmarking or estimating other projects in the organization. It is more accurate to explain to the team that measuring the functional size of their project software deliverables contributes to establish an organizational baselined unit cost that serves for benchmarking with other similar organizations, establishing estimation models for use by team members to better estimate future projects, and to objectively monitor process improvement derived from their improvement actions resulting from their retrospectives.

3.3 Lack of motivation (“What’s in it for me?”)

Any team member may ask why spending precious project effort to measure functional size if it is not improving project delivery and quality.

First, effort to perform FSM is negligible once the learning curve is absorbed (for direct experience from the field, it could take the time for measuring approximately 10 functional processes) and that functionality expected (or actual) behaviour is understood. Second, measuring the functional size contributes to identify ambiguities about data groups and data movements, which is of value to any team member having to code appropriate data manipulations and movements (e.g. capture, display/print, send, store, retrieve, receive, calculate, transform, etc.). Third, FSM results can contribute to enhance a reliable and more precise estimation model – assuming that effort data is collected and used – that the team could use for upfront project estimations, an aspect of Agile methods that is known to be weak. And finally, knowing the average unit cost of their project may initiate different approaches to iteration retrospective in order to ensure an increasing effectiveness.

In summary, motivation of team members to apply FSM could be addressed with an awareness session or some training on the chosen FSM method.
4 Case study results

4.1 Incomplete documentation of requirement

A re-development project (the same functionalities to be developed in a new supported technology, with some added functionalities) had scarce requirements documentation (i.e. original documentation was lost or undocumented): a series of screen shots, no data model, and no other form of documentation. To be able to perform FSM in this context required having access to knowledge of functional behaviour and data model, such as an analyst. Measurement was done considering the new project scope and applying the measurement method with the persons having the required knowledge to describe the functional users, the list of functional processes and their triggering events, the objects of interests and their data groups, and data movements. This project had a single release at its end.

Historical data was not available in the organization for FSM results of other projects but every project effort have been carefully collected for years. Collecting the software functional size for any project release is intended to establish a unit cost baseline for estimation purpose.

4.2 Early estimate in telecommunication projects

Another experience was done considering enhancement projects within the telecommunication sector. In that case FUR from the customer were formulated as UML Use Cases (UC). These projects are typically quarterly time-boxed projects, delivering new functionalities and/or enhancements of existing ones, with at least two iterations (one for the setup of the environment and high-priority UC, and one with the delivery of main functionalities, to be delivered strictly within the end of the trimester).

Even if – as Cohn said – ‘user stories aren’t use cases’ [18], the formulation of FUR with UML provided by the customer was very useful to approximate with a FSM method yet from the start the number of functional processes to be considered for enhancements, and consequently the reference data model supporting those FUR. Also, in this case, the historical data was not gathered in a regular and more detailed way. Thus the ISBSG r11 dataset for COSMIC project was used as an initial reference for determining reference values for estimating effort, considering effort and size figures for Java, that was the main programming language used.

At the same time, two improvement actions were deployed. Firstly, a refinement of the historical database, gathering data at the BFC (Base Functional Component) level as suggested in [13] and verified in different other studies using ISBSG and organization’s datasets was put in action. Secondly, the estimated effort was split by Software Life Cycle (SLC) phases according to the
project team experience, trying to determine the approximated percentage of effort derived from FUR and NFR within the project scope. In order to do it, a refinement from the project task list was done, determining the nature of the process generating a certain task, according to a pre-established process model (in this case CMMI-DEV). In case of too high-described tasks (e.g. only ‘analysis’ instead of its split into ‘functional’ and ‘technical analysis’) were split into two or more sub-tasks, providing a more granular definition of the project tasks list. As a rule of thumb, the ‘Engineering’ processes leads in general to FUR-related tasks (less than architectural analysis tasks or white/gray testing tasks), while all the other process groups (Project Management; Process Management; Support) will lead to have NFR-related effort.

This cross-check between two different viewpoints: the project management one (using the task list) and the FSM one (using the FSM-related estimation figures), determined an effort range further examined and fixed into in a Delphi meeting. It helped estimators in better determining the ‘functional’ and ‘nominal’ productivities for proper scheduling of project roles and balancing the effort, being those resources not all full-time allocated on that project. Again, the determination (even if approximated) of the % of effort types helped in introducing a further discrimination element in the historical database, as a next potential filter to use for clustering projects for next estimations.

The early functional sizing with a FSM method allowed also increasing the quality and timeliness in communicating with the customer, since it clarified by numbers the amount of expected effort and therefore the need for prioritizing all the requested enhancements in different, subsequent quarters from their provider and towards their external customers.

5 Discussion

In an Agile context, FSM could be made at two different levels of granularity: iteration level and project level. It is highly probable that measurement made at iteration level provides a sum of functional size greater than the size of functionalities delivered at project end. FSM made at these two levels of granularity serve different purposes and interests: an Agile team would use the iteration level size while the organization would prefer the project level size.

The product backlog can be use not only to estimate the relative level of effort with USP, but also for recording the functional size of the software project. This size data can be maintained throughout the project. At the end of the project, initial and final size, along with project effort can be recorded in the organizational project and process performance database for analysis and decision-making.
6 Next steps

The Guideline for Sizing Agile Projects with the COSMIC method document is in draft mode and available for free at http://www.cosmicon.com. Reviewers are sought to help improve and evolve the Guideline to a final published state. Also, field trials of the Guideline are under way for feedback on its usage. It would be interesting to verify the time typically spent, the Mean Relative Error (MRE), and the Magnitude of MRE (MMRE) on a dataset of projects using this approach to enrich the current guideline on why, how, and when these data could be use in an Agile context. As adoption of FSM in Agile projects appears to struggle from human resistance, it would be interesting to verify this resistance to measurement with an agile approach while specifically applying an FSM method.
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# Appendix A – List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>Agile Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>Agile Software Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP</td>
<td>COSMIC Function Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMI</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model Integration (<a href="http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi">www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMI-DEV</td>
<td>CMMI for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSMIC</td>
<td>Common Software Measurement International Consortium (<a href="http://www.cosmicon.com">www.cosmicon.com</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDD</td>
<td>Domain Driven Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSDM</td>
<td>Dynamic Systems Development Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDD</td>
<td>Feature Driven Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>Functional Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPA</td>
<td>Function Point Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>Functional Size Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSMM</td>
<td>FSM Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSU</td>
<td>Functional Size Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUR</td>
<td>Functional User Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information &amp; Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Electrotechnical Committee (<a href="http://www.iec.ch">www.iec.ch</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPUG</td>
<td>International Function Point User Group (<a href="http://www.ifpug.org">www.ifpug.org</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVEST</td>
<td>Independent – Negotiable – Valuable – Estimable – Small - Testable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBSG</td>
<td>International Software Benchmarking Standards Group (<a href="http://www.isbsg.org">www.isbsg.org</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization on Standardization (<a href="http://www.iso.org">www.iso.org</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRE</td>
<td>Mean Relative Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRE</td>
<td>Magnitude of MRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFR</td>
<td>Non-Functional Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Quality Assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC</td>
<td>Software Life Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>Service-Oriented Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Software Requirement Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDD</td>
<td>Test Driven Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Use Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>User Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US²</td>
<td>2nd-generation User Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USP</td>
<td>Use Story Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XP</td>
<td>eXtreme Programming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>